Abstract: All three of the world's major monotheistic religions traditionally affirm that petitionary prayers can be causally efficacious in bringing about certain states of affairs. Most of these prayers are offered before the state of affairs that they are aimed at helping bring about. In the present paper, I explore the possibility of whether petitionary prayers for the past can also be causally efficacious. Assuming an incompatibilist account of free will, I examine four views in philosophical theology (simple foreknowledge, eternalism, Molinism, and openism) and argue that the first three have the resources to account for the efficacy of past-directed prayers, while the latter does not. I further suggest that on those views which affirm the possible efficacy of past-directed petitionary prayers, such prayers can be ' impetratory' even if the agent already knows that the desired state of affairs has obtained.
Introduction
Consider the following scenario. Allison is an agent with libertarian free will. While watching the evening news, she learns that there is currently a tornado touching down in western Ohio, leaving a path of devastation and destruction in its wake. Allison's father lives in the path of the storm. As she runs to the phone to call him, she offers a prayer that he not be hurt or killed by the tornado. Allison thinks that God might hear her prayer and, as a result, intervene in such a way as to protect her father from harm.
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Scenarios such as this are common, wherein a person petitions God to bring about a certain state of affairs. All three of the world's major monotheistic religions affirm that petitionary prayers can be causally efficacious in bringing about certain states of affairs. Dealing with petitionary prayer from a Christian perspective, David Basinger distinguishes three senses in which petitionary prayer can be causally efficacious.
(1) Petitionary prayer can beneficially affect the petitioner herself.
(2) Petitionary prayer can beneficially affect people who are aware that petitions are being made on their behalf. (3) Petitionary prayer affects whether or not God directly intervenes in the world.
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While I do not intend to downplay the significance of the first two ways in which a petitionary prayer might be causally efficacious, it is only the third of these three senses that presently concerns me. 3 Thus, in what follows, I will leave aside the ways in which petitionary prayer affects either the one praying or those who are aware that prayers are being offered on their behalf, concentrating only on issues related to the third sense of a prayer's efficaciousness. Basinger elaborates the third way that prayer can be causally efficacious as follows : 'God has granted us the power to decide whether to request his assistance and … at times the decision we make determines whether we receive the help desired … . Divine activity is at times dependent on our freely offered petitions. ' 4 According to Basinger, the heart of the Christian's belief in petitionary prayer is the belief that ' they ask him to bring about some state of affairs which they believe may not occur without divine intervention '. 5 Peter Geach makes a similar claim regarding petitionary prayer when he says that ' Christians, who rely on the word of their Master, are confident that some prayer is impetratory : that God gives us some things, not only as we wish, but because we wish. ' 6 Let us call a petitionary prayer ' impetratory ' if God's granting of the petition is due, at least in part, to the petition offered. Returning to the scenario described above, then, let us say that Allison's prayer for her father is impetratory if God keeps him from harm at least in part as a result of her prayer. As I mentioned above, many theists think that such situations are relatively common. But let us slightly change the details of the story. Consider then the following modified scenario. Allison is watching the morning news, and learns that a tornado touched down in western Ohio the previous evening, leaving a path of devastation and destruction in its wake. The news anchor reports that seventeen homes were destroyed by the tornado, and that one individual was killed. Allison's father lives in the area affected by the storm. As she runs to the phone to call him, she offers a prayer that he may not have been the one killed in the tornado. Even though she knows that the state of affairs she is praying about is already in the past, and that thus it is already a fact whether or not her father was killed, Allison thinks that her prayer might be efficacious in the same way that prayers for future states of affairs can be.
The difference between Allison's prayer in the original scenario and her prayer in the modified scenario has to do with the temporal relationship between the offering of the prayer and the state of affairs the prayer is aimed at helping to bring about. The former, or ' future-directed ' prayers, are more familiar to us ; these are the sorts of petitions that many religious individuals make on a regular basis. And most philosophers of religion are willing to grant that such prayers can be impetratory. 7 But what of prayers similar to the one in the modified scenario ? What are we to make of ' past-directed ' prayers in which the prayer is offered at a time later than the state of affairs it petitions God to bring about ? It is clearly possible for a person to pray such a prayer. But the question regarding whether such a prayer can be impetratory still remains. If we take the similarities between the two scenarios seriously, we might be tempted to think that both prayers are impetratory. However, we may be hesitant to think that prayers for the past can be impetratory for reasons dealing with the direction of time and causal chains. Can we make sense of past-direction impetrations without having to embrace backward causation ?
Let us call prayers such as Allison's prayer in the modified scenario 'pastdirected impetratory prayers ', or PIPs.
8 Such prayers are 'past-directed ' insofar as they are prayers aimed at bringing about a state of affairs that is already past for the one praying ; they will be impetratory if they contribute to God bringing about the state of affairs petitioned for. Let us define PIPs as follows : PIP = df A petitionary prayer that meets the following four criteria :
(i) the prayer is offered by an agent A at time t 2 ; (ii) the prayer requests that God bring about some state of affairs S at time t 1 (where t 1 is prior to t 2 ); (iii) the prayed-for state of affairs S is brought about by God, at least in part, as a result of A's prayer; that is, God's knowledge of A's prayer is one of the reasons He has for bringing S about; and (iv) God desires to bring about S only if A prays for S, such that if A does not pray for S, then God will not bring it about.
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What is one to make of PIPs? Can such prayers exist?
The first thing to note is that, despite the intuition that a response needs to follow a request if the response is to be a result of the request, there is some reason to think that this intuition is in fact false. If the intuition were to turn out to be true, then it would be impossible for PIPs to be efficacious. But is such an intuition really true? Eleonore Stump, for one, thinks that it is false, even for human agents. To see this, she asks us to consider the following example :
If at 3 o'clock, a mother prepares a snack for her little boy because she believes that when he gets home at 3.30 he will ask for one, it does not seem unreasonable to describe her as preparing the food because of the child's request, even though in this case the response is earlier than the request.
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Later in this paper, I give reason for thinking that mere belief about the future (even if such belief happens to be true) is not enough to save the sort of responsiveness needed for impetratory prayers. However, I think that the moral of Stump's story can be salvaged if the mother not only believes that the child will make the request, but if she also knows that he will.
11 And, according to many views in philosophical theology, God does have such knowledge of what free agents will do.
The second thing to notice is that a PIP is not a request that God now do something about the past. The advocate of PIPs need not join Descartes in thinking that God can change the past once it has come about. 12 Rather, pastdirected prayers, as I understand them, are requests for God to have done something at a time prior to the time of the prayer. 13 As Gerald Taylor puts the point, Any present prayer that our son has not drowned must be interpreted as a prayer that he should not have drowned two hours earlier if the logical absurdities of changing the past are to be avoided. When we pray that he has survived the disaster, what we ask is that our son was not drowned two hours ago, that he was able to reach a lifeboat, and perhaps that he is on a lifeboat at this very moment. We do not ask that God now make our son to have been on a lifeboat, or now set in motion a chain of events which will culminate in our son having reached a lifeboat two hours earlier. For any prayer which asks that something now be done with respect to the past is necessarily selfcontradictory, and thus incoherent.
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What this quotation from Taylor shows us is that PIPs are not obviously incoherent in the way that one might initially think. But this is not enough to establish the claim that PIPs are coherent. There may be other reasons to reject such prayers.
In this paper, I aim to show how certain views in philosophical theology can intelligibly defend the existence of PIPs. I am not the first to have done so. For example, in his treatment of the relationship between prayer and providence at the end of Miracles, C. S. Lewis writes :
The event [in question] has already been decided -in a sense it was decided ' before all worlds'. But one of the things taken into account in deciding it, and therefore one of the things that really cause it to happen, may be this very prayer that we are now offering. Thus, shocking as it may sound, I conclude that we can now at noon become part causes of an event occurring at ten o'clock [in the morning] … . My free act [of prayer] contributes to the cosmic shape. That contribution is made in eternity or ' before all worlds' ; but my consciousness of contributing reaches me at a particular point in the time-series.
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I will further show how one's view regarding PIPs depends on other issues in philosophical theology, namely the mode of God's knowledge of human free actions and the related issue of God's relationship to time. It should be noted that I am in no way commenting on either the intelligibility or plausibility of the views of God and His knowledge I deal with below. I am instead interested in whether these views can make sense of PIPs on their own terms. Of course, if any of these views are incoherent or false (as some have claimed), then it does not matter if they can make sense of PIPs. But the latter, not the former, is my concern in this paper. However, before I turn my attention to these matters, I first address a general objection raised against PIPs that is claimed to be independent of these issues.
Geach's objection
In God and the Soul, Peter Geach defends the claim that petitionary prayers can be impetratory. But he does not think that past-directed prayers can be. He considers C. S. Lewis's defence of PIPs mentioned above. Geach correctly captures the thrust of Lewis's position : ' Lewis argues that God timelessly sees the whole pattern of events in time and the whole pattern is subject to God's will : so God can shape an event that comes earlier to fit in with a prayer that comes later. ' 16 However, according to Geach, to say of a prayer that ' God brought about situation S because of X's prayer ' is incompatible with the claim that ' God would have brought about situation S regardless of X's praying or not praying '.
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As we saw above, to affirm that God brought about S because of the petition in question is simply to say that the petition was impetratory. And if S would not have come about had X not prayed, then it must be the case, Geach thinks, that S is contingent : ' if we are to be justified in saying that a state of affairs S came about from somebody's impetratory prayer, then at the time of the prayer S must have had two-way contingency : it could come about, it could also not come about'.
18 So far, so good.
However, Geach immediately continues that ' the first and most obvious conclusion from this is that there can be no impetratory prayer in regard to things already past at the time of the prayer'.
19 It looks, then, like Geach has something of the following sort in mind. Since S is two-way contingent, that is, it either could come about or not, it is not possible for the time of S to be prior to the time of the prayer. But how exactly is Geach using the notion of ' two-way contingency ' in this argument? When Geach first introduces the term, it sounds as if he might be using it as it is standardly employed in contemporary metaphysics: a state of affairs is contingent if and only if it is included in some possible worlds and precluded by others. But the contingency of a state of affairs, thus understood, is unaffected by whether or not that state of affairs has already been realized. So Geach must have something else in mind. Perhaps we can infer how he understands the contingency at issue from what else he says. He writes, 'It is irrelevant that a past issue was contingent, if we know that it is now decided and there is no longer any contingency about it. ' 20 As I mentioned above, the contingency of a state of affairs, as standardly understood in terms of possible worlds, is not affected by its time. If a state of affairs was contingent, then it remains so. What then does Geach mean by ' contingent '? I think one can see the answer to this question by taking seriously the idea implicit in Geach's statement that there can be a state of affairs that was contingent but no longer is contingent. Thus, we might think that a state of affairs is contingent at a time t only if there is something that can be done at (or after) t to either bring it about or to prevent its being brought about. This understanding of contingency is to be contrasted with what is often referred to as either accidental necessity, necessity per accidens or temporal necessity. What Geach needs for his objection to PIPs, though, is not merely that S, the prayed for state of affairs, is not necessary in the strict sense, but also the stronger claim that S must not be accidentally necessary at the time of the request. However, if this is what Geach intends, then it hard to see how he is not merely begging the question against the possibility of PIPs rather than arguing against their possibility.
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One might hope for help from Geach's further comment that 'the contingency of what we may sensibly pray for arises because it is foolish to try and obtain by prayer what is either impossible or inevitable '. 22 The question then becomes whether Geach is using ' impossible ' and ' inevitable ' synonymously. If he is, then the state of affairs prayed for will be neither, since, as shown above, the state of affairs will not be impossible in virtue of its being contingent. On the other hand, if Geach does think there is a difference between the two, it is hard to figure out what it is. Consider an analogous case regarding the future. He cannot mean inevitable to be that 'whatever will happen will happen ', since that is tautologically true and of no help to his argument. Even if whatever will happen will happen, this does not mean that whatever will happen must happen. Likewise, to say of the past that it is inevitable is only to say that the past is what it is, not that it must have been the way it is. Thus, I conclude that Geach's objection to PIPs fails. There is no reason at this point to think that PIPs are impossible. Of course, not having a reason to think something impossible does not entail that it is possible. In the following sections, I try to show how PIPs are possible according to various views regarding God's knowledge and His relation to the world.
Simple foreknowledge
Let us start with what I take to be the easiest case. One view in philosophical theology holds that God is a temporal being and necessarily has complete and infallible foreknowledge of all future events, including the actions of free agents, and that He uses this knowledge to exercise His providential control over creation. Let us call this the ' simple-foreknowledge ' view. 23 So, for example, God knows at t 1 that Allison will freely do some action at t 2 (where t 2 is later than t 1 ), such as decide to adopt a puppy from the animal shelter. 24 According to the simple-foreknowledge view, it is in virtue of what
Allison will do at t 2 that God has true beliefs prior to t 2 about Allison and her action at t 2 .
If this is the case, then it is easy to see how the simple-foreknowledge view can account for PIPs. Suppose that Allison prays at time t 2 that God bring about some state of affairs S at time t 1 . As we saw before, this need not be understood as supposing that God, at t 2 , brings it about that S occurred at an earlier time t 1 , which would require genuine backward causation. Rather, the defender of PIPs can grant that the past is now unalterable if we understand the situation as one in which God knows at or prior to t 1 , via His foreknowledge, that Allison will make the petition in question at t 2 and, on the basis of this knowledge, decides to intervene in the world and bring about S at t 1 . As Geoffrey Brown notes, Causation is, of course, normally understood as a transitive relation, and so it is true that in this case P at t was a case of S at t 1 . But the way in which this is brought about (via the foreknowledge of God) is such that, provided we can accept the credibility of divine foreknowledge, there is less oddity in this account than in one which introduces ' direct' backward causation. 26 Insofar as the proponent of the simple-foreknowledge view is committed to free agents having counterfactual power over certain of God's beliefs, she can use this power to explain the efficacy of PIPs.
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However, even granting counterfactual power over God's beliefs, there may be a worry lurking nearby. 28 Let us assume that state of affairs S obtained at t 1 . If Allison does not pray at t 2 that God bring about S, then S cannot be the result of God granting Allison's prayer. But if God knows at t 1 that Allison will offer the prayer in question, is Allison's future prayer impetratory ? One might think that, since S has already obtained, it does not matter whether or not Allison offers the prayer. This, however, does not necessarily follow. Since we are assuming that God has foreknowledge of what Allison will do at t 2 , whether her prayer will be impetratory given that S obtained at t 1 depends on whether the following conditional is true : (4) If it was not the case that Allison would offer the prayer at t 2 , then God would not have brought about S at t 1 .
If (4) is false, and God would have brought about S regardless of what Allison will do at t 2 , then even if she does offer the prayer, it fails to satisfy criterion (iv) of PIPs given above. In such a case, Allison's prayer is indeed irrelevant to the obtaining of S. However, on the other hand, if (4) 
This presentation of the simple-foreknowledge view is brief and incomplete, and I have not attempted to defend the view from various objections that have been raised to it in the literature. What I have shown is how this view, if coherent, can explain the efficacy of PIPs. If God has foreknowledge of free agents' future actions, then one can defend the claim that God brought about a state of affairs in the past relative to the petitioner partly as a result of her petition.
Eternalism
The second position in philosophical theology I want to consider is what I will call ' eternalism'. Unlike the simple-foreknowledge view, which asserts that God is a temporal being, the hallmark of eternalism is the claim that God is an atemporal being, outside of time as well as space. Eternalism is the view implicit in C. S. Lewis's discussion of PIPs mentioned earlier. Speaking of God, Lewis writes that 'To Him all the physical events and all the human acts are present in an eternal Now'. 29 Classically defended by, among others, Boethius and Aquinas, eternalism holds that God has ' the complete possession all at once of illimitable life'. 30 Since an eternal entity is atemporal, there is no past or future within the life of such an entity ; nor can any temporal event or entity be past or future with respect to such a life. Nevertheless, an eternal being can have knowledge of temporal entities. As Aquinas puts the point, ' God's vision is measured by eternity, which is all at once; consequently, all times and everything done in them is subject to his sight. ' 31 For this reason, Aquinas claims that God knows things that for us are future in the same way that He knows things that for us are past : both are equally present to God in his eternity. ' From the standpoint of eternity, every time is present, co-occurrent with the whole of infinite atemporal duration. ' 32 While a full treatment of eternalism is beyond the scope of the present paper, there is one objection to eternalism that, if sound, would render prayer to an atemporal, and thus simple, God irrelevant.
One might think that if God is atemporal, then it is impossible for Him to interact with temporal entities. But if it is impossible for God to interact with temporal entities, then God cannot respond to a petitionary prayer made by a temporal entity. Eleonore Stump, in her insightful article on petitionary prayer, considers this sort of objection in a particularly poignant way :
Before a certain petitionary prayer is made, it is the case either that God will bring about the state of affairs requested in the prayer or that he will not bring it about. He cannot have left the matter open since doing so would imply a subsequent change in him and he is immutable. Either way, since he is immutable, the prayer itself can effect no change in the state of affairs and hence is pointless.
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Walter Wink raises the same objection in this manner :
Before that unchangeable God, whose whole will was fixed from all eternity, intercession is ridiculous. There is no place for intercession with a God whose will is incapable of change. What Christians have too long worshiped is the God of Stoicism, to whose immutable will we can only surrender ourselves, conforming our wills to the unchangeable will of deity.
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If this objection holds, then the eternity and subsequent immutability of God would entail that God cannot respond to petitionary prayers. Defenders of eternalism, however, think that this sort of objection to their view misses the mark. Aquinas, for example, clearly held that God was both atemporal and simple, yet maintained that not all petitionary prayer is done in vain, 35 and Stump has discussed the flaw in this objection at length.
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Assuming then that the defender of eternalism is correct that it is possible for an eternal and simple God to respond to temporal beings, eternalism can also account for PIPs. Consider a scenario characterized as follows :
(i) Allison prays at t 2 that God bring about state of affairs S at time t 1 .
(ii) God is eternal is the ways described above. (iii) God is nevertheless able to respond to prayers offered by temporal agents. (iv) In this case, God is both willing and able to bring about S at time t 1 , and does so in response to Allison's prayer at t 2 .
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(v) Had Allison not prayed at t 2 , God would not have brought about S at t 1 .
(ii) and (iii) will be true if eternalism is true and if the position has the resources to respond to the objection raised earlier.
(iv) and (v) are possibly true if there are impetratory prayers, and will be true if the prayer at issue is, in fact, an impetratory prayer. Like me here stipulate that (iv) and (v), as well as (i), are true. It seems that (i) through (v) jointly establish that Allison has impetrated an eternal and simple God. But, if this is the case, notice that these five characterizations say nothing about the temporal relationship between t 2 (the time of Allison's prayer) and t 1 (the time of the prayed-for state of affairs). While t 2 could be prior to t 1 (with the implication that the prayer is a future-directed impetration), on the assumption of divine eternity, no contradiction or absurdity is introduced by the temporal priority of t 1 over t 2 . As with the simpleforeknowledge view, eternalism can account for the efficacy of PIPs.
Molinism
The next position in philosophical theology to consider is Molinism. Molinism has been the subject of much scholarship in the philosophy of religion in the past few decades. Molinism, most generally, is an attempt to explain how it is that God can retain providential control over a creation that contains libertarian free agents. So, for example, suppose that God, as part of His providential plan, wants Allison to perform a particular action, X. If Allison is free in the way described by libertarians, then how can God make sure that she freely does X? According to Molinists, the answer is found in God's middle knowledge (scientia media), more specifically in His knowledge of counterfactuals of creaturely freedom, or CCFs. A CCF is a statement about what a free creature would freely do in a particular situation, such as the following :
(5) If in circumstance C, Allison will freely do action X.
So in order to be assured that Allison will freely do X, God must simply make sure that she is in circumstance C. It is via this knowledge of true CCFs that Molinists explain the compatibility of creaturely freedom and divine governance. God can ensure that Allison does X without violating her freedom by seeing to it that she finds herself in C.
With this overview of Molinism in mind, it should be apparent how the Molinist will account for petitionary prayers for the past. Thomas P. Flint develops a Molinist account of PIPs in his book Divine Providence. Flint claims there that prayers for past events are defensible because the counterfactuals based upon them are eternally true (or false) and known to God via His middle knowledge. Modifying Flint's example to accord with the case of Allison used in this paper, consider Allison's situation when she hears the news report of the tornado near her father's house the night before. Allison is uncertain whether her father was hurt, or even killed, by the tornado. Let us again call the state of affairs that is Allison's father being unhurt by the tornado, S. Let us further assume that S obtains, that is, that her father was not hurt in the storm. And while there are many factors that might influence Allison's decision to pray for her father -such as her love for him, her desire to spend the next holiday with him -if Allison is in fact uncertain as to his current health, then it cannot be among her motivations for praying. In other words, even if S had not obtained, there is no reason to think that her decision to pray would have been any different.
It looks then like some parts of the circumstances Allison finds herself in are relevant to her decision to pray for her father's safety, while others are not. Let us call those parts of the circumstances that are counterfactually relevant to Allison's decision to pray, R. R will include, among other things, her belief in a God that listens and responds to prayers, her love for her father, etc. Members of R are those parts of the circumstances that ' it is reasonable to think that her activity wouldn't have been exactly the same had they not been present '. 38 Let us call those parts of the circumstances that are not counterfactually relevant to Allison's free decision, T. Members of T might include the fact that Allison is currently wearing a green striped shirt, or the fact that her dog is currently sleeping on her bed, or the fact that Franklin Pierce was the fourteenth president of the United States. T will include lots of states of affairs. But on the assumption that Allison is unaware that her father is currently safe, that is, that she is unaware of S, presumably S will also be a member of T, rather than R.
The conjunction of R and T is then the complete circumstance in which Allison finds herself. Let us assume that in this complete circumstance, Allison decides to pray for the safety of her father. In other words, let us assume that the following CCF is true: Since the conjunction of R and T is the complete circumstance Allison is in, (6) is a CCF and, if true, would be know by God via His middle knowledge. If, as we assumed above, T includes all those circumstances that make no difference to her decision to pray, the following condition will also be true: Like (6) , (7) is also an element of God's middle knowledge. (6) and (7) together entail : (8) (Allison is in R) p Allison prays for the safety of her father.
Since (8) is a contingent truth entailed by two elements of God's middle knowledge, it too is something that God knows via His middle knowledge. Thus, In other words, if it is in fact true, as we have been assuming, that Allison prays in R, then God knows via His middle knowledge that she would so pray if in R. And if God has such knowledge, then assuming that He knows that Allison will be in R, He can use that knowledge of the true counterfactual expressed by (10) to bring about the safety of Allison's father as a result of her future prayer.
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Openism
The final position I want to consider is called 'open theism' or ' openism '. 40 As others have noted, however, this is a very misleading title because perhaps the most distinctive tenet of the view is not a claim directly about either God or His attributes, but rather about the existence or nonexistence of certain true propositions. 41 The view is not the claim, as some of its opponents would suggest, that there are truths that God does not know, such as what Allison will do fifty years from now. Rather, the view is a claim that neither of the following propositions is now true : (12) Allison will freely do A fifty years from now. (13) Allison will freely refrain from doing A fifty years from now (either by doing something other than A or by doing nothing at all).
If neither of these propositions is now true, then it is not a limitation of God's omniscience to say that He does not know which one is true, much in the same way that it is not a limitation of God's omnipotence that He cannot do something that is logically impossible to do (again, Descartes' view notwithstanding). As such, the view presently under consideration is a view about what there is to be known; the view is thus compatible with the traditional understanding of omniscience according to which God knows all and only true propositions. According to openism, God is a temporal being and knows at a particular time, via His omniscience, all and only the propositions that are true at that time. Let us say that a presently contingent future proposition is a proposition about the future whose truth-value is not determined by any presently existing objects, states of affairs, or events. Cases of agents' free actions in the future will be examples of such presently contingent future propositions. 42 Since presently contingent future propositions do not now have a determinate truth-value, such propositions are not among the objects of God's knowledge. How does one understand petitionary prayers on the model of openism ? That agents like Allison are presently making petitions, or have made petitions in the past, is something that God can know and use in His providential control of the world. So some prayers could be impetratory. But what of PIPs? Along the lines of openism, Terence Penelhum suggests perhaps past-oriented prayers can be impetratory :
In giving men freedom of choice, God makes it genuinely uncertain what they will do, and in consequence (since men's actions are uncertain before they happen) even He does not know what their actions will be before they do them. Yet the fact that Jones's doing A rather than B is never certain before it happens does not show that his doing A is no more likely than his doing B before it happens. If this is true, there is nothing absurd about the suggestion that the laws of nature incorporate answers to likely prayers. And since it seems necessarily true that more likely things happen than unlikely ones, we have a good reason for expecting that a majority of likely prayers will in fact be offered and can thus be provided for. 43 Penelhum, like the openist, thinks that the most God can know of future actions is the probability of their occurrence. 44 Furthermore, Penelhum thinks that this knowledge is sufficient for God to be responsive to prayers. Unfortunately such a suggestion will not work for an account of past-directed prayers.
Consider the case that God knows at t 1 that it is likely that Allison will pray at t 2 for God to bring about a state of affairs, S. Let us further suppose that God does bring about S at t 1 . On the chance (no matter how miniscule) that Allison does not make the petition at t 2 , then God could not have brought about S, even in part, because of Allison's prayer, since there is no such prayer. Furthermore, even if Allison does make the petition in question, God could not have brought about S, even in part, because of her petition at t 2 , because prior to t 2 there was no fact of the matter about what she would do at t 2 , and condition (iii) of the definition of PIPs is violated.
Thus, if God is a temporal being, and if one rejects God having foreknowledge of the future (either through having simple foreknowledge or through the conjunction of His middle knowledge and creative act) as the openist does, then it appears that one cannot defend the efficacy of PIPs. The most that can be said is that God brings about state of affairs S because of His belief that an agent might or probably or in all likelihood will pray at some point in the future that God bring S about. Insofar as this fails to meet the definition of PIPs given above, openism cannot account for the efficacy of past-directed impetratory prayers.
A further implication
Gerald Taylor objects to a defence of PIPs given by Michael Dummett as follows :
The problem which Dummett faces is that he is unable to explain how the casual efficacy of a present retrospective prayer becomes located in the past … . On Dummett's analysis, we must simply accept, without any hope of explanation, the fact that the causal efficacy of a present retrospective prayer is located in the past.
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I have argued in the previous pages that a number of views in philosophical theology can account for PIPs, and have shown how such prayer can be causally efficacious in a way that presumably Taylor thinks Dummett has not. Whether a view can account for such prayers depends on its understanding of God's knowledge of free actions, which in turn is related to God's relationship to time. Such a conclusion will, no doubt, strike many as peculiar. Nevertheless, I think that the above discussion is also suggestive of what many will take to be an even more startling claim. Most defenders of PIPs restrict PIPs to cases where the praying agent does not know what the outcome of the state in question is. That is, Allison does not know at time t 2 (the time of the prayer) whether or not S obtained earlier at t 1 . Eleonore Stump, for example, only wants to consider PIPs where the praying agent does not know whether God has already brought about the state of affairs in question. 46 Similarly, Flint writes that ' where we are genuinely unsure whether the prayed-for event occurs, though, praying often seems appropriate, whether the event be in the future or in the past … . Of course, were we certain concerning the occurrence of the past event in question, things might be different. '
47 But it seems to me that the above discussion gives us reason to question this limitation. Might it not be possible for a prayer for the past to be efficacious in whatever way petitionary prayers are even if the agent knows that the outcome for which she is praying has already happened ? Can Allison's prayer for her father only be efficacious if she does not know whether he was hurt or not ? What if she instead already knows his status ? There is clearly one sense in which it does not make sense to pray for the past if one already knows how it turned out : cases where one knows that the desired state of affairs has not obtained. C. S. Lewis approached this topic in this way :
If we can reasonably pray for an event which must in fact have happened or failed to happen several hours ago, why can we not pray for an event which we know not to have happened? e.g. pray for the safety of someone who, as we know, was killed yesterday. What makes the difference is precisely our knowledge. The known event states God's will. It is psychologically impossible to pray for what we know to be unobtainable; and if it were possible the prayer would sin against the duty of submission to God's known will.
48
I am less certain than Lewis is as to what is ' psychologically impossible ' for us to do. Such a prayer would definitely be irrational (though, I would note, we do lots of irrational things). Stump has similarly described such a prayer as absurd : 'It is obviously absurd to pray in 1980 that Napoleon win at Waterloo when one knows what God does not bring about at Waterloo. ' 49 Regardless of whether it is possible for an agent to make such a prayer, what is clear to me is that it is not possible for such a prayer to be impetratory. Consider the following situation : at t 2 , Allison is deliberating whether to petition God to bring about some state of affairs SA at t 1 . If Allison knows that S did not obtain, then she should also know that her prayer for S, should she decide to make it, cannot be impetratory. If God does not bring about S, then a fortiori He did not bring about S as a result of Allison's prayer. So a prayer for a previous state of affairs S cannot be impetratory if one knows that S did not obtain.
But what about cases where the state of affairs Allison is considering petitioning for 'tracks ', so to speak, what she knows already occurred ? Can Allison's prayer that God bring about S help bring about S even if she knows that S already happened ? Again, Stump suggests that such a prayer would be absurd : 'The only appropriate version of that prayer is ''Let Napoleon have lost at Waterloo '', and for one who knows the outcome of the battle more that a hundred and fifty years ago, that prayer is pointless and in that sense absurd. ' 50 Stump, I believe, is mistaken here. Why think that a prayer that otherwise would have not been pointless is made to be so simply by the addition of the praying subject's knowledge that the result was already granted ?
To see that such a prayer could be impetratory, consider again the simpleforeknowledge view. Assume that Allison will pray at t 2 that her father be spared from the tornado at t 1 . Given His omniscience, God knows this prior to t 2 and can thus bring about the safety of her father at t 1 . So long as Allison prays that God bring about S, and God is able and willing to bring about S, then it does not matter whether or not Allison already knows that S obtained (that is, so long as what God foreknows is that Allison will pray for S even though she already knows that S obtained). And a similar conclusion will be reached on both eternalism and Molinism. 51 So it looks like a past-directed prayer can be efficacious even if the one praying knows that the prayed-for state of affairs has already obtained. This is a stronger, and more counterintuitive, conclusion that has been reached by other defenders of PIPs.
At this point, one might object that if the praying subject knows the desired result has already obtained, then she no longer has any motivation for offering the prayer. 52 Suppose that Allison knows that her father was not hurt or killed in the tornado. She might think to herself, ' Wait, even if I don't pray, my father will be safe from the tornado -God's not going to change the past because I don't pray. My prayer is clearly not needed on this score. And given that, it would be more worthwhile for me to do something else with my time, such as pray for something else, or just thank God for bringing it about he is safe. ' I agree with the objector that Allison's not praying that God protect her father will not cause it to be the case that her father is hurt (since he already was not, in fact, injured). It is further true that knowing that her father is safe might undercut Allison's motivation to pray that God keep her father safe. But this does not mean that such a prayer, if offered, cannot be impetratory. There is no reason to think that God cannot answer a petitionary prayer that is offered by an individual who does not have sufficient motivation for making that prayer. If Allison has reason to believe that God is the sort of deity who responds to petitionary prayers and that it is good for her to make such prayers, then she may have reason for offering a prayer for a state of affairs that she knows has already obtained. And, as we have seen above, there is reason to think that, on certain views in philosophical theology, such prayers can actually be efficacious. 
